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theologians have lots of words. specifically when speaking of god, the scope and ... dogmatic theology
provides intellectual discipline by returning the mind again and again to the testimonies of the prophets and
apostles. dogmatics reminds us of scripture, culture, - southwestern baptist theological ... - university
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... theology reformed/ ... the alvi~ ajt•u - calvin - the doing of his will. as long as this ideal remains
dominant, the reformed groups of dutch antece dents will have a task and destiny in this country. as soon as
they h.ave lost this heritage, their iden tity will disappear, and their spiritual destiny will have been liquidated.
it is not difficult to see that the sad occasion of the drunkenness of r.c. sproul, jr ... - the sad occasion of
the drunkenness of r.c. sproul, jr. and sound reasons not to drink alcohol ... robert c sproul” in allen ...
reformed pubcast, a broadcast that focuses on reformed theology and beer. the podcast, which ... book
reviews - southern equip - book reviews spirit hermeneutics: ... michael allen and scott swain continue their
reformed retrieval project with christian dogmatics, an “attempt to draw on the fecund resources of ...
theology proper (“divine attributes” by allen; “divine trinity,” by swain). january/february 2018 may allenavechurch - allen avenue christian reformed church, pastor benjamin oliveira 695 allen avenue,
muskegon, mi 49442 ... they also articulated what the church should be doing. they devised the marks of the
church. ... i think we should add one more mark to the church that much of reformed theology has
ignored—love. not the “gooshy” romantic notion of ... ill {)t•u - calvin college - very sure that in so doing
our last state will be much worse than our first. thedford p. dirkse 1) it is good to note that in a recent number,
the covenanter witness has condemned the methods of senator mccarthy. 191
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